It’s not just about the miles you travel, but the life in those miles. Every turn of the odometer captures the time spent getting to the places and people that matter most. And with available seven-passenger seating, there’s room for everyone. From the daily commute to back-road adventures, Journey tackles your travels with an interior that's a master of storage, offers an amazing degree of versatility and welcomes you with technology and comfort. The power to explore comes from available all-wheel drive (AWD) and engine options that are as efficient as they are capable. This is the ultimate combination of form and function. This is Dodge Journey.

*A note about this brochure: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on page 17.*
There's a double-minded swagger to Journey's stride. Its instantly recognizable split-crosshair honeycomb grille and jeweled wraparound headlamps meld into a highly sculpted front fascia, making it feel right at home on city streets. Its muscular, athletic presence, five doors and available fog lamps and LED taillamps make it ready for adventures that require more than an overnight bag. R/T models earn their badging with 19-inch Satin Carbon aluminum wheels, monochromatic exterior appearance, dual exhaust with bright tips, Sport suspension and steering, 283 horses and available on-demand all-wheel drive (AWD).

LEFT: JOURNEY R/T SHOWN IN PITCH BLACK.
RIGHT: JOURNEY SXT SHOWN IN BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC.
IT’S GOT GAME AND IT’S GAME FOR ANYTHING. The things you do and the places you go today won’t be the same tomorrow. To accommodate, Journey’s interior easily transforms from people-mover to cargo-hauler. With flexible five- or seven-passenger seating, second-row reclining 60/40 split-folding seatbacks and inventive storage everywhere, Journey is at the ready. Because getting there should be half the fun, this interior indulges with stadium seating, Dual-Zone Temperature Control and soft-touch surfaces. Seats feature either premium cloth or available leather trim with striking accent stitching. Upscale Satin Silver accents lend a premium touch. Third-row access is easy, thanks to 90-degree rear-door openings and available Tilt ‘n Slide™ second-row seats. PARTY IN THE BACK. Traveling without entertainment isn’t an option. The center floor console features 12-volt power outlets, remote USB port, auxiliary audio input and out-of-view storage. The available 115-volt/150-watt two-prong outlet powers portable game devices or audio hookups. Second- and third-row passengers will enjoy the available Rear DVD Entertainment System that features a nine-inch screen, premium speakers, two sets of wireless headphones and a remote control.

JOURNEY CREW’S STANDARD PREMIUM LEATHER-TRIMMED INTERIOR SHOWN IN PEARL CAPRI WITH ORANGE ACCENT STITCHING.
HIGH TECH MEETS HIGH EXPECTATIONS. Even with all the comforts Journey offers its passengers, it has never forgotten its priority... indulging the driver. This cockpit was designed to be accessible, comfortable and desired. The experience starts with Keyless Enter 'n Go.™ As long as the key fob is with you, the doors unlock with a simple touch of the door handle. The engine awakens with a press of the brake pedal and a push of the dash-mounted start button. Opt for the 10-way power driver’s seat with four-way power lumbar adjust, heated front seats and full-circumference heated steering wheel for a greater sense of luxury.

ENGINEERED WITH TECHNOLOGY. Uconnect® brings a range of communication and entertainment services straight to your Journey. Intuitive and customizable, available Uconnect systems include a touch-screen display up to a largest-in-class 8.4 inches and steering wheel-mounted controls that operate features like a Bluetooth® enabled phone, Voice Command, navigation, radio, cruise control and more. Floor it over to dodge.com/journey for more details.
MOST VERSATILE CROSSOVER IN ITS CLASS(1)

Journey’s interior was designed to achieve the optimal ratio of passenger space and cargo room. Fold-flat passenger seating lets you spread out when you — or your gear — need extra room. And because it’s the little things that matter most, Journey is the only crossover in its class(1) to offer second-row integrated child booster seats(3). It’s inventive features like these that keep passengers comfortable and relaxed.

Properly secure all cargo.
BEST-IN-CLASS STORAGE SYSTEM[1]

CARGO AREA. A standard hidden storage bin and access door to the tool and jack compartment are located behind the rear seat. When hauling gear is the priority, simply fold down the second- and available third-row seats for up to 67.6 cu ft of cargo capacity. Five-passenger models feature a tri-fold load floor with in-floor storage bin.

REAR CUP HOLDERS. Cup holders conveniently located on the rear quarter panel accommodate 20-oz drinks or juice boxes. Two more cup holders can be found in the second-row fold-down armrest.

STORAGE POCKETS. Found on all four passenger doors, molded storage pockets give you more places to stash your travel items, as well as 20-oz drink containers and more.

DUAL IN-FLOOR STORAGE. The second-row floor provides even more clever storage. Two in-floor storage bins with latching lids can each hold up to a dozen 12-oz cans, plus ice. For added convenience, these bins have removable, washable liners so they're a snap to clean and make the perfect tailgating accessory.

FLIP 'N STOW™ Standard on Limited and R/T, and available on SE and SXT models, this fold-flat front-passenger seat flips forward to reveal a bin ideal for concealing a camera or tablet.

CENTER FLOOR CONSOLE. This deep, easy-to-access floor console features cup holders, 12-volt outlets, remote USB port, auxiliary audio input, out-of-view storage and available 115-volt/150-watt two-prong power outlet.

Properly secure all cargo.
Properly secure all cargo.

MASTER OF:

VERSATILITY
CROSSOVER? SURE, IT WILL CROSS OVER INTO THE PASSING LANE AND BACK EVERY TIME. There’s no need to choose between performance and efficiency. Journey offers true performance in every aspect, including fuel efficiency. While you’re making the most out of your travels, Journey’s 2.4-liter DOHC 16-valve Dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) engine is making the most out of every mile. You’ll find a responsive 173 horses and 26 mpg* highway on AVP, SE and SXT. If a bigger performance boost is what you crave, step up to the available award-winning 3.6-liter DOHC Pentastar® VVT V6 engine. This powerplant is mated to a smooth-shifting six-speed automatic that delivers 283 horsepower and an impressive 25 mpg† highway. Its exceptional blend of high torque, low emissions and first-rate noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) control helps keep the cabin quiet and the conversation flowing. Whether you’re towing a boat or an ATV or hauling camping gear, Journey’s measured muscle easily handles 2,500 lb when properly equipped. Standard Trailer Sway Control† helps maintain control of the load being pulled.

TAKE THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED. Journey not only grabs your attention, but grabs the road as well. The confidence to tackle Mother Nature’s handiwork comes from available all-wheel-drive (AWD) capability. The system makes it easier to drive on snowy, wet or ice-laden roads. When the system senses wheel slippage, it immediately responds with a transfer of power to the rear wheels for a very noticeable uptick in driving performance.

*BPA estimated 19 mpg city/26 mpg highway. Actual mileage may vary.
†BPA estimated 17 mpg city/25 mpg highway. Actual mileage may vary.
Standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes sense and prevent wheel lockup, offering improved steering control under extreme braking and/or slippery conditions.

**Electronic Stability Control (ESC)**

When road conditions are not at their best, ESC helps the driver maintain vehicle directional stability and limits oversteering or understeering. ESC includes All-Speed Traction Control, Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM) and Trailer Sway Control.

**Antilock Brake System (ABS)**

When in Reverse, these available sensors detect the presence of objects in the backup pathway and provide an audible and visual warning.

**PARKview® Rear Back-up Camera**

This available system displays an accurate visual reference of what is behind your vehicle when you are in reverse.

**Parksense® Rear Park Assist**

This immobilizer system prevents unauthorized vehicle operation by disabling the engine. Operation is automatic, regardless of whether the vehicle is locked or unlocked.

**Sentry Key®**

In the unfortunate event of a collision, Journey’s air bags offer protection in all rows of seating. Air bags include: multistage driver and front-passenger air bags, supplemental side-curtain air bags for all rows, a driver’s inflatable knee-bolster air bag and supplemental driver- and front-passenger-seat side-mounted air bags.

**Seven Standard Air Bags**

An available system that automatically detects wheel-slip and sends additional power to the wheels with the most traction.

**All-Wheel Drive (AWD)**

A warning system in the instrument cluster alerts the driver with “high” or “low” displays for individual tire pressures.

**Tire Pressure Monitoring System**

This system helps maintain control of the load being pulled. Standard.

**Trailer Sway Control (TSC)**

This available system displays an accurate visual reference of what is behind your vehicle when you are in reverse.
JOURNEY INTERIORS

A  Strobe/Sedoso cloth in Black — standard on AVP, SE and SXT

B  Strobe/Sedoso cloth in Light Frost Beige — standard on AVP, SE and SXT

C  Capri leather trim in Black with Light Slate Gray accent stitching — standard on Limited; optional on SXT

D  Capri leather trim in Pearl with Tangerine accent stitching — standard on Limited

E  Capri leather trim in Tan with Black accent stitching — standard on Limited; optional on SXT

F  Capri leather trim in Black with perforated inserts and Red accent stitching — standard on R/T
**POWERTRAIN**
- 2.4L 173 horsepower I4 doHC 16V dual Variable Valve Timing (VVT) with 4-speed automatic

**SELECT AVP STANDARD EQUIPMENT**
- 17-inch wheel covers
- Bright grille
- Halogen quad headlamps
- Power heated mirrors, fold-away
- Variable intermittent windshield wipers
- Body-color door handles
- Rear window wiper/washer
- Keyless Enter-N-Go® with push button start
- Premium cloth low-back bucket seats
- Height-adjustable driver seat
- Rear reclining/fold-flat seat
- 2nd-row 60/40 seat with floor and all adjustment
- Full-length floor console with premium armrest
- Illuminated cup holders
- 12V auxiliary power outlet
- 12V center console power outlet
- Air filtering
- Driver and passenger lower LED lights
- Front courtesy/map lamps
- Rear courtesy/reading lamps
- Front courtesy/map lamps
- Driver side sun visor
- Cargo tie-down loops
- Door sill scuff pads
- Remote USB port
- Sentry Key® Theft-Deterrent System
- Active head restraint
- Advanced multistage front, supplemental front-seat side, supplemental side-curtain all-rows and driver inflatable knee-bolster airbags
- Electronic Stability Control (ESC)® with All-Speed Traction Control, Brake Assist, Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM), Trailer Sway Control® and 4-wheel anti-lock disc brakes
- 20.5-gallon fuel tank

**SELECT SE STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER AVP**
- Black side roof rails
- Bright door handles
- Bright side roof rails
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated steering wheel
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
- Illuminated vanity mirrors
- Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors
- Front and rear LED lights
- Power 10-way driver’s seat with 4-way lumbar adjust
- Front-passenger forward fold-flat seat
- Air conditioning with Dual-Zone Automatic Temperature Control
- Uconnect Voice Command® with Bluetooth
- Rearview auto-dimming mirror
- 115-volt auxiliary power outlet
- Power front windows, 1-touch up and down
- Interior conversation mirror
- Remote start system
- Security alarm
- Humidity sensor

**SELECT OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- 2nd-row integrated child booster seats
- Driver Convenience Group
- Navigation and Sound Group
- Rear Seat Video Group
- AM/FM

**POWERTRAIN**
- 3.6L 283 horsepower Pentastar V6 24V VVT with 6-speed automatic

**SELECT LIMITED STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SXT**
- 19-inch aluminum wheels
- Automatic headlamps
- Bright door handles
- Bright side roof rails
- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated steering wheel
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
- Uconnect 8.4 with 8.4-inch touch screen and CD/DVD/MP3 radio
- Overhead console
- Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors
- Front and rear LED lights
- Power 10-way driver’s seat with 4-way lumbar adjust
- Front-passenger forward fold-flat seat
- Air conditioning with Dual-Zone Automatic Temperature Control
- Uconnect Voice Command® with Bluetooth
- Rearview auto-dimming mirror
- Power front windows, 1-touch up and down
- Interior conversation mirror
- Remote start system
- Security alarm
- Humidity sensor

**SELECT OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- 2nd-row integrated child booster seats
- Flexible Seating Group (7-passenger seating)
- Driver Convenience Group
- Navigation and Sound Group
- Rear Seat Video Group
- AM/FM

**POWERTRAIN**
- 2.4L 173 horsepower I4 DOHC 16V Dual VVT with 4-speed automatic

**SELECT SXT STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SE**
- 17-inch aluminum wheels
- Fog lamps
- Unique performance front and rear fascias
- Body-color exterior mirrors
- Power heated mirrors, fold-away
- Front and rear floor mats
- Cargo net
- Cargo compartment cover
- Uconnect 4.3 CD/SiriusXM Satellite Radio® with 1-year subscription

**SELECT SXT OPTtIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- 19-inch aluminum wheels
- Uconnect Voice Command® with Bluetooth
- Flexible Seating Group
- Map All Weather Group

**SELECT SXT PLUS STANDARD EQUIPMENT OVER SXT**
- Uconnect Voice Command® with Bluetooth
- Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob
- Uconnect 8.4 with 8.4-inch touch screen and CD/DVD/MP3 radio
- Overhead console
- Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors
- Front and rear LED lamps
- Front-passenger forward fold-flat seat
- Passenger in-seat cushion storage
- Power 10-way driver’s seat with 4-way lumbar adjust
- Interior observation mirror

**SELECT OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**
- Leather-Trimmed Seats
- Blacktop Package
- Popular Equipment Group
- Navigation and Sound Group
- 2nd-row integrated child booster seats
- Rear Seat Video Group
- Sun and Sound Group
- Wheels and Tires Group
- Flexible Seating Group (7-passenger seating)
- All-wheel drive (AWD)
PACKAGES

DRIVER CONVENIENCE GROUP — Universal Garage Door Opener, ParkSense® Rear Park Assist and ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera.

FLEXIBLE SEATING GROUP — Easy-entry 2nd-row 60/40 Tilt ‘n Slide™ seat, 3rd-row 50/50 folding/reclining seat and air conditioning with 3-Zone Temperature Control (manual with AVP, SE and SXT, automatic with Limited and R/T).


POPULAR EQUIPMENT GROUP — For SE models: overhead console, leather-wrapped shift knob, illuminated visor/vanity mirrors, floor mats, passenger assist handles, conversation mirror and leather-wrapped steering wheel. For SXT models: heated front seats and heated steering wheel, security alarm, remote start, Universal Garage Door Opener and automatic headlamps.

REAR SEAT VIDEO GROUP — 2nd-row overhead 9-inch video screen, video remote control, wireless headphones and 6 premium speakers with subwoofer.

PREMIUM GROUP — Premium cloth seats; Uconnect 4.3S CD/MP3/SiriusXM Satellite Radio with 1-year subscription; front-passenger fold-flat seat with in-seat storage; power 10-way driver’s seat, including 4-way lumbar adjust; security alarm and daytime running lamps.

TRAILER TOW PREP GROUP — Trailer tow with 4-pin connector wiring harness. Additional Dodge towing accessories may be required. (Must have 3.6L V6 engine.)

COLOR CHOICES

- Redline Red 2 Coat Pearl
- Copperhead Pearl*
- Fathom Blue Pearl*
- Granite Crystal Metallic
- Bright Silver Metallic
- Pitch Black
- Pearl White Tri-Coat
- White

*Not available with Blacktop Package.
**WHEEL CHOICES**

A  17-inch wheel cover (standard on AVP and SE)

B  17-inch aluminum (optional on SE)

C  17-inch Tech Silver aluminum (standard on SXT)

D  19-inch Tech Silver cast aluminum (standard on Limited; optional on SXT)

E  19-inch chrome-clad aluminum (optional on Limited)

F  19-inch Satin Carbon cast aluminum (standard on R/T)

G  19-inch Gloss Black aluminum (included in Blacktop Package on SXT)
Based on latest available competitive information and the Ward's World Cross/Utility vehicle segment. Excludes other vehicles built by Chrysler Group LLC. Requires Uconnect phone. Works with iPhone 4S & up and iPod touch (5th gen). Android requires version 4.1.2 of the Uconnect smartphone app. All fees, taxes, and transportation expenses not included. California and New York emissions standards apply to all vehicles. "Standard" refers to passenger cars unless noted otherwise. Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can affect. When the ESC warning lamp flashes, the driver needs to adapt speed and driving behavior to prevailing road conditions. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions. Always wear your seat belt. (4) Always keep both hands on the steering wheel while driving at high speeds. (5) The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified to the new U.S. federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and younger should always ride buckled up in a rear seat. Infants to rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger side air bag. Air bags should always be used with child restraints properly adjusted. Never place anything in front of the head restraint. SiriusXM services require subscriptions, sold separately after the 12-month trial provided with the new vehicle purchase. SiriusXM satellite service will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates unless you call to cancel. If you decide to continue your service at the end of your trial subscription, the pre-pay choice will automatically renew and bill at then-current rates unless you call to cancel. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms. Our satellite service area and in-car display are available throughout our satellite service area. For details about how to access satellite radio, see the SiriusXM Owner's Manual. SiriusXM service is subject to certain terms and conditions, subject to change at any time, and to availability and service may be terminated at any time without notice. SiriusXM services include all fees and programming subject to change. For more information, call 1-866-635-2349. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. ©2013 Sirius XM Radio Inc. ©, ©2013 Chrysler Group LLC. All rights reserved.
DODGE IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF CHRYSLER GROUP LLC.